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Introduction 

Try some fun activities inspired by Discovery Film Festival’s Shorts for Wee Ones and Shorts for 
Middle Ones! We searched high and low, in filmmakers’ studios around the world, and found two 
fantastic collections of short animated films for young audiences. See all the films in the 
collections in DCA Cinema or find them online at athome.dca.org.uk for the duration of 
Discovery Film Festival 2021.

This pack includes activities to accompany: 

Shorts for Wee Ones
 l Kiki la plume  l Mido et les instrumeaux l   The Little Hedgehog
 l Slug   l Ink     l Sur la colline 

Shorts for Middle Ones
     l Dinosaurs: The True Story

Put together by Vikki Armstrong from Art at the Start and members of DCA’s Learning team, 
these activities are designed for ages 0-5 (with the help of an adult), but can also be enjoyed by 
older children. 

We hope that you enjoy watching the short films and making these activities together. We’d love 
to see anything you make, so please do share it with us online using #DCAmakes.

Happy viewing and making,
Discovery Film Festival / DCA Learning team / Art at the Start

Top tips for watching short films with young children

l If watching at home, use the pause button to stop at a particular frame; the art making 
activities link to specific aspects or characters in the films and pausing the screen will help you 
see these.

l Watch the films multiple times. The more you watch a film, the more details you notice. 

l Consider the Cs and Ss: The British Film Institute promotes learning through film and about 
film. At DCA we use their simple model of the three Cs and three Ss to introduce children to key 
aspects of film making, to develop their understanding, analytical and critical skills. The Cs are 
for Character, Colour and Camera (shots) and the Ss are for Story, Sound and Setting. When 
watching film with very young children it is helpful to think about C for Colour and S for Sound in 
particular (sound effects and also music and soundtrack). 
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Take Kiki on an Adventure

In the film Kiki la Plume, Kiki goes out on an adventure in the real world. You can watch the film in 
DCA Cinema as part of Shorts for Wee Ones or online athome.dca.org.uk during the festival.

Make your own Kiki and take them on 
adventures where you live.

You’ll need:
l Paper or card
l Paint or colouring materials
l Feathers (optional)
l Scissors
l A camera or mobile phone (optional)
 
Instructions
       

l Help little ones to make handprints with yellow paint (or their chosen colour). If you don’t                      
have paint, you could draw round their hand onto paper or card and then they can colour it in. 
We used a little piece of cereal box card dipped in orange paint to stamp legs and a beak, or you 
can draw these on.

l If you have feathers, stick on wings or a tail, and draw 
on eyes.

l Once the bird is dry, cut it out. If you wish, you can 
stick it to some cereal box card to make it stronger.
        
        
        l Take your bird out on an adventure like  
        Kiki. Visit different parts of the garden or  
        street outside. Talk about the different
        places their bird might like to live and the  
        different colours it can see. You could 
        photograph their adventures to look at later  
            and you can share them with us using   
            #DCAmakes
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Mark Making to Music

In the film Mido et les instrumeaux, the music is very important to the story. Sometimes the 
visuals change in time or respond to the music. You can watch the film in DCA Cinema as part of 
Shorts for Wee Ones or online athome.dca.org.uk during the festival.

Inspired by the film, try making marks along to music. 
See how children’s mark making changes in response 
to different types of music. This activity is suitable 
from babies upwards and is designed for you to do 
together. This mixing of sound and art should come 
very naturally to little ones as babies use all the 
different channels of sound, sight and movement in 
their communication.

You’ll need:
l A few different kinds of music 
and something to play them on    
l Simple mark making materials 
(big chalks, crayons, paint)
l Paper
l Cover for table or floor
        
Instructions
l Set out your chosen art materials. You might want to sit with little ones on your lap at a table
or work on the floor. Small babies can lie on their tummies and reach out to the paper.

       l Play some music and invite children to make  
       marks on the page along to the music. See how  
       they respond. Do they make marks in time to the  
       beat, do they choose colours that match the tone  
       of the music, do they scribble along? Try different  
       kinds of music and see if the marks they make   
       change. Have a go yourself to give them the idea.

l Talk together about their drawings (even if 
they are too small to reply you can talk about 
what they are doing). A fun game with older ones 
would be to see if another family member can 
match their drawings to the different music. Can 
you tell which of our pictures to the right was done
to soothing classical music and which was to a 
drum beat?
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Tip: If you don’t have any materials available, you can still 
try mark making to music. Sprinkle something powdery  
(like flour) onto a baking tray or high chair table. Little ones 
can use their fingers to make marks into the surface. You 
could also spread a layer of something squishy (like 
shaving foam or yogurt) to mark into.
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The Little Hedgehog

In the short film The Little Hedgehog, the hedgehog has no quills! You can watch the film in DCA 
Cinema as part of Shorts for Wee Ones or online athome.dca.org.uk during the festival, and 
then use this activity sheet to help him find some.

You’ll need:
l Pens or pencils
OR
l Coloured paper
l Scissors
l Glue / glue stick

Instructions
l Add quills to the hedgehog by drawing on shapes using pencils and pens, or cut out shapes 
from coloured paper and collage them on like the examples below.
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The Little Hedgehog
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Feeling Sluggish?

Create your own slug character, inspired by filmmaker, Julia Ocker, and her amazing animated 
characters in Slug. You can watch the film in DCA Cinema as part of Shorts for Wee Ones or on-
line athome.dca.org.uk during the festival.

You’ll need:
l A pen or pencil
l Scissors
l Colouring pencils, pens, or crayons 
l Slug template (find this towards the end of this activity pack) 

Instructions
l Colour in, then cut out the slug shape from the template. Roll the slug shape around a pencil 
to make your slug.

l    Cut out the eyes you’d like your slug to have and add them on the stalks. You could include  
eyelids, and then add a mouth that shows emotion. 

l    Think about how our own faces and eyes change with different feelings and emotions – or 
have a look at emojis, they are something that we all use everyday now and they are designed to 
show us a particular feeling. What is your slug feeling today?
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Draw Your Own Underwater World

Make your own aquarium scene inspired by the Discovery Film Festival short film, Ink. You can 
watch the film in DCA Cinema as part of Shorts for Wee Ones or online athome.dca.org.uk 
during the festival.

You’ll need:
l Coloured pens / pencils   
l Tank template (on the next page)

Instructions    
l Fill your underwater world with fish, turtles or any other aquatic creatures you can think of. You 
can even add your own octopus, like the one in Ink.
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Fish Tank Template
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Bring Spring      

Inspired by Sur La Colline, from the Discovery Shorts for Wee Ones programme, turn an old 
twig into a spring tree. Below is an image from the start of the animated short film Sur La Colline 
(which means ‘on the hill’ in French). You can watch the film in DCA Cinema as part of Shorts for 
Wee Ones or online athome.dca.org.uk during the festival.

You’ll need:
l Pen
l Coloured pens, pencils, or crayons 
l Blank piece of paper (on the next page)
l Glue (optional)
l Items for collaging - packaging, waste paper, leaves, lentils, tissues (optional)
l Straw (optional)
l Paint / ink (optional)

Instructions    
l Start by drawing a tree, like the one in the above image but with a bigger trunk, then 
branches spreading out. You can also draw the roots going into the ground.

l If you have a drinking straw try blowing thin, watery paint or ink across the page to make 
branch shapes.

l  Think about how the black, white and grey makes it feel. Add buds and leaves to make the 
tree more spring-like. You could do this by drawing them on or by collaging.
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My Spring Tree    
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T-Rex Mask      

Become a T-Rex with our dinosaur mask, inspired by Dinosaurs The True Story! You can watch 
the film in DCA Cinema as part of Shorts for Middle Ones or online athome.dca.org.uk during 
the festival.

You’ll need:
l Coloured pencils or pens
l Scissors
l String or ribbon
l Hole punch (optional)
l Mask template (find this 
towards the end of the activity 
pack) 

Instructions    
l Cut out the mask template. Get an adult to help you cut out the eyes, following the dotted 
lines.

l Colour in your mask using coloured pencils, pens or crayons.

l Make a hole at either side of the mask using scissors or a hole punch. Thread through the 
string. Tie it around your head and roar like a dinosaur!
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T-Rex Mask Template
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Slug Template 
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